
Shelter Cluster Meeting 

20 July 2010, Hotel Fort Royal, Petit Goave, 10:00 – 11:45 

 
AGENDA 
 
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
2. Approval of minutes 
3. Information Management 
4. Contingency planning 
5. Other points 

5.1   CCCM update 
5.2   Communications strategy: Weather forecast tools 
5.3   Repair Assessment and Repair of Damaged Houses 
5.4   Field updates 

 
 
 
Participants 
Organisation  Name   Title 
Shelter Cluster  Irma Velazquez  Field Hub Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster   Lenka Blanárová  Field Hub Deputy Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Minu Kumar Limbu Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Catalina Jaime Sanchez Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Jackson Lochard  Assistant Shelter Cluster  
AAA/WHH  Gilbert Viala 
WHH   Rudi 
ADF   Maurice Antoine David   
ASB   Florian Meyer 
ASB   Sergio Tepedino   
CHF   Simon Bourdat 
DPC   Louis Ronald   
Cordaid   Gabriela Semeco       
EPER   André Brugger  
Handicap International Nathalie Derrien   
IEDA   Emmanuel Louiceus   
IEDA Relief  Hippolyte Togogo         
OIM   Francois Fournier   
IOM (CCCM)  Jean Kedner Dermine   
Salvation Army  Lyle Laverty 
Salvation Army  Greg Siefert 
Salvation Army  JD Calkin 
Salvation Army  Red Calkin 
Samaritan’s Purse Jacob Clark 
Samaritan’s Purse Gabriela Ovington 
Solidarités International Laurene Deglaire 
Terre des Hommes Olivier de la Notte 
Terre des Hommes Pierre 
 



   
  
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 

Special welcome to „Salvation Army“ team confirming their interest in Petit Goave. 
 

2. Approval of minutes 
Participants made no corrections to minutes from last week.  

 
3. Information Management  

 
Participants were presented a new working draft 
of 3W map outlining a number of planned T-
shelters in Grand/Petit Goave for each 
intervening agency. Few partners requested a 
correction of respective figures.  
 
A draft of T-Shelter Assessment map exposed a 
potential overlap between TDH and Cordaid 
which will be clarified on a bilateral basis.  
 
The IM team confirmed its desire to maintain 
and improve a high quality service which will be 

assured via one-on-one meetings and continuous collection of updates from the field.  
 
Partners requested a large-scale printout of the zoning map for the following week in order 
to clearly delineate their areas of intervention and actualise it accordingly. In the meantime, 
they are advised to visit www.shelterhaiti.org where they can find appropriate google earth  
.kmz files. 

 
4. Contingency planning (CP) 

Participants were reminded of the imminent relevance of contingency planning vis-à-vis local 
population during the ongoing hurricane season. Four agencies active in WASH, namely 
Oxfam Intermón, Solidarités Int’l, Terre des Hommes and Handicap Int‘l have submitted 
their plans which will be consolidated with those of partners intervening in the domain of 
Shelter/NFIs (Partners who have not yet submitted their contingency stocks to SC are 
requested to do so at their earliest convenience). Together with inputs from local authorities, 
such as Mayor’s offices and DPC of 4 communes, they will create a foundation of a 
comprehensive report which will be shared with all interested parties. 
 
Consequently, partners were informed about a table-top evacuation exercise which will take 
place on 28 July 2010 in Leogane. The same should be planned for Grand/Petit Goave. 

 
5. Other points 
 

5.1 CCCM update 
Two relocalisation sites for Petit Goave and Grand Goave respectively, i. e. La Hatte and 
Cinada, have still not been cleared for site preparation/T-shelter contruction. Negotiations 
between mayors of 2 communes and a lawyer of newly-proclaimed owners of the land have 
not yet reached a agreement. 
 

*Total T 
Shelter 

Committed, 
13007 

Total T 
shelter 

Constructed 
321 



CCCM thus considers a targeted communication strategy which would sensibilise property 
owners with respect to present needs, actions to be taken as well as future benefits. It is 
believed that the population does not have sufficient information about faced challenges and 
needs to be reminded of the sense of hospitality vis-à-vis former renters and/or IDPs (in other 
words, recovering their land titles after three years).  

 
 
5.2 Communications strategy: Weather forecast tools 
Partners were briefly familiarised with different web-based tools which gather, process and 
interpret a variety of information on weather systems which could possibly declench a state 
of emergency in the upcoming weeks/months (notes attached below). 

 
5.3 Repair Assessment and Repair of Damaged Houses 
Following a high level of interest amidst agencies in Leogane, the Shelter Cluster proposes 
the same presentation on Repair Assessments and Repair of Damaged Houses hosted by 
experts of MTPTC and Miyamoto Int’l to take place in Petit Goave at the earliest 
convenience of interested parties. An email with all relevant information has been 
disseminated and is also attached below.  

 
5.4 Field updates 

 
Cordaid 
Completed 150 T-shelters of the pilot programme which is currently under the 
evaluation. Another 1850 units stretching from Carrefour to Grand Goave are in the 
pipeline. 

 
Samaritan’s Purse 
Installed cca. 300 T-shelters in GG, none in Petit Goave, approximately 3300 in 
country. 
Still seeks partnerships with NGOs in Grand Goave. 
  
IEDA 
Conducted a survey in 4 camps: 
Gaston 377 tents out of which 168 are damaged/need replacement and/or 

reinforcement 
Meiller Eau 559 tents out of which 460 are damaged/need replacement and/or 

reinforcement 
Benoit 411 tents out of which 255 are damaged/need replacement and/or 

reinforcement 
Fort Liberté    601 tents out of which 258 are damaged/need replacement and/or 

reinforcement 
 
In cooperation with IOM and DPC, IEDA seeks to design and implement an 
information campaign which would focus on responsabilities of camp comittees as 
well as those of their inhabitants, proper behaviour included. All agencies interested 
in this campaign should contact IEDA representatives directly. 

 
EPER 
Intends to pursue its activities along three major axes, i. e. livelihoods, construction 
of 120 permanent housing units in Meiller Eau and Ti Guinée and rehabilitation of 
400-500 damaged houses in the same localities. 



 
To support its construction and reconstructions activities, EPER will carry out a 
multi-risk study to evaluate natural risks in the mentioned areas of intervention which 
may have a potential effect on the build-up. NGO cooperates closely with the 
mayor’s office and DPC. 
 
ADF 
A law seeking to divide property rights (building vs. land) is meant to passed by the 
Parliament in the following (two) weeks.  
 
NGO expressed its frustration with the customs (retaining its containers with 
construction materials for 3 months already) which disable them to implement their 
T-shelter program as planned (13 containers in total = 700 units, 5 containers 
currently at customs = 300 units). 
 
TDH 
- 4th, 8th and 10th zone of Grand Goave; construction in 3 weeks. 
- coordinates with Cordaid with respect to 7e Gérard. 
- advocates for a stronger WASH+SC partnership; a proper assessment form will be          
shared with all cluster members shortly. 

 
Salvation Army 
NGO has completed 570 T-shelters in Jacmel (remaining 30 will be terminated as 
soon as materials pass through the customs clearance). 
 
ASB 
Intends to build 300 units in the zone previously claimed by ADRA (11th in PG); 
currently waiting for the list of beneficiaries/tender.  

 
IOM 
Announced the commencement of construction of 51 T-shelters in the 7th zone of PG 
(expected to last approx. 2-3 weeks). In later stages they plan to construct 50 houses 
per week. The construction in GG will start in about three weeks.  

 
 

Next Meeting: 
TUESDAY  27 JULY 2010 AT 10 AM AT HOTEL FORT ROYAL, PETIT GOAVE.  
 
Shelter Cluster Contacts  www.shelterhaiti.org 
 
Coordinator:  Irma Velazquez, e: shelterhaiti2010coord1@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 4960 
Deputy Coordinator:Lenka Blanárová, e: shelterhaiti2010coord7@gmail.com, t: (509) 3796 9828  
Information Manager:  Minu Kumar Limbu  e: shelterhaiti2010.im4@gmail.com, t: (509) 3466 2802 

   Catalina Jaime Sanchez shelterhaiti2010.im6@gmail.com t: 509 3900 7269 
Assistant  Shelter Cluster: Jackson Lochard, e: shelterhaiti2010.data3@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 5483 
Technical Coordinator:  shelterhaiti2010.tech1@gmail.com 
 
 
 



Severe weather early warning – useful web based tools 
 

The starting point for activating a contingency plan is the monitoring and interpretation 
of early warning on climate threats. This requires a dedicated governmental service 
(usually the national meteorological office linked to the disaster management/civil 
protection authorities) linked to regional early warning and monitoring bodies 
(Caribbean Hurricane Network http://stormcarib.com/). 
 
From publicly available tools, the following are available: 

1) TSR – Tropical Storm Risk http://tropicalstormrisk.com/ 
2) Haiti Weather and Climate Risk supported by the International Research 

Institute of Columbia University (IRI) http://iri.columbia.edu/haiti/ 
 
Other relevant climate early warning tools have more limited access, such as the IRI 
Precipitation Forecast used in partnership by the IFRC and OCHA. 

 
The Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrology (http://www.cimh.edu.bb) 
provides a running 48-hour accumulated rainfall forecast for the region or selected 
country. For the link to Haiti use http://63.175.159.26/~haiti/late/accu/latest.html. 

 
‘Weather Underground’ http://www.wunderground.com/tropical/ provides a wide 
selection of information on tropical weather including storm tracking and sea surface 
temperatures (which is important from the point of view of the potential of the amount of 
water a weather system will gather as it moves over the sea) and links to other sites and 
satellite imagery.  

 
The website includes hurricane preparedness and an emergency procedures list but is 
generally targeted towards US citizens. It also provides a more standard, but very useful 
weather outlook for Port-au-Prince with hourly, daily and five day forecasts for % 
likelihood of rain, tropical storm status, live satellite imagery, wind speeds and 
anticipated rainfall in millimetres:  
http://wunderground.com/global/stations/78439.html 

 
The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
http://www.noaa.gov/  currently advises that cyclonic activity in the Caribbean during 
2010 will be potentially severe ‘if the 2010 activity reaches the upper end of the 
predicted ranges it will be one of the most active seasons on record’. NOAA predicts 14-
23 named storms, 8-14 hurricanes and 3-7 major hurricanes this season. 

 
These tools can identify the track of a hurricane or tropical storm/depression, anticipated 
landfall geography, system speed (the forward motion of the overall weather system), 
windspeed and precipitation within the system. Information from these early warning 
sources can identify imminent crisis and be used by government to activate risk reduction 
(evacuation notice, public safety information, preparation of emergency shelters etc) and 
response preparedness activities (movement of stocks, vehicles, telecoms, etc. to 
anticipated operations area).  



 
 

 
 
 

MTPTC  
 
 

in cooperation with Michael King, S.E., 
Project Manager of Miyamoto International, Inc. Structural & Earthquake Engineers, 

 
 

and wih an assistance of UN Habitat, Habitat For Humanity, CARE, Emergency Architects, 
USAID, PADF and other partners 

 
 

designed a program for the assessment and repair of yellow and (some) red tagged buildings. 
Identifying common reasons of "medium" damage, they propose repair techniques that should 
assure a pre-earthquake state of buildings in question. The objective of the program is not to 
provide significant over-strengths which could potentially cause future failures.  
 
The program cycle involves a repair assessment executed by MTPTC engineers trained to 
identify damages and recommend proper repair followed by an electronic estimate of material 
 requirements and labour costs which is then passed onto contractors. After the termination of 
repair works, MTPTC engineers carry out an evaluation of the assignment and approve it 
accordingly. 
 
The presentation seeks to provide an overview of technical aspects related to locally available 
construction materials in Haiti and their use to allow for better reconstruction. The repair is 
limited to one and two storey residential structures and the cost ranges from $400 to $1300 per 
house with one to four families served. 
 


